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In Location

Browser Room System Phone Dial-in

https://bluejeans.com/293724745/
Dial: 199.48.152.152 or bjn.vc
Enter Meeting ID: 293724745 -or- use the pairing code

Dial-in numbers:

+1 408 740 7256
+1 888 240 2560 (US Toll Free)
+1 408 317 9253 (Alternate Number)

Meeting ID: 293724745

Time

10:15am PT

Attendees

Colin Slater
Eric Bellm
Frossie Economou
Fritz Mueller
Unknown User (gcomoretto)
Gregory Dubois-Felsmann
Jim Bosch
Robert Lupton
Simon Krughoff
Wil O'Mullane
Yusra AlSayyad
John Swinbank
Jeff Kantor
Robert Gruendl
Unknown User (mbutler)
Leanne Guy

Discussion Items

Item Who Notes

Project 
updates

Wil O'Mullane
JDR note to everyone. Committee recognized the effort. Slides should be on project protected site (in google drive right now still needs to made official). 

Not obvious, of course, that this committee is representative of JSR.
A few management items need to be tidied up for JSR (COVID, transition top ops, Completeness). Potentially making concrete plans for hand over to operations of parts of 
Rubin. (Discussion about AuxTel and hotels, base facility - whats the difference between Rubin Operations and NOIRlab Operations ? No difference from project management 
- its off MREFC (delivered).

New document portal(lsst.io) seems to spook management. New document group is working on this for hand over to operations.
Frossie will make the front page statement more restricted.
Will not go in digest this week.
Make sure that your DMTNs (or other docs on GitHub) don't contain any private details!

Coquimbo and La Serena will be on Mandatory Quarantine starting Wednesday 22:00 pm - Official information from Chile Ministry of Health

no trips to Chile - border closed to foreigners

Snowmass
2021 
Meeting

Wil O'Mullane 
Leanne Guy

Discuss DM involvement in the Snowmass 2021 meeting. In particular:

Yusra AlSayyad  went to a kick-off meeting. What happened? Is she getting further involved? Does she recommend that others get involved?
The particle physics equivalent of the decadal survey.
The report is due a year from now.
Working groups formed to address each “frontier” — neutrinos, cosmic, etc.
Computational Frontier:  https://snowmass21.org/computational/algorithms

Yusra went to the Experimental Algorithms WG within the Computational Frontier.
There was involvement from other members of the astronomy community.
They were not enthusiastic about cloud computing; they were curious that we are pushing in that direction.
Next steps: more meetings, LOE submission deadline in late August.

Do any other members of the DMLT want to engage?
Yusra will continue, but is on but one of tens of WGs.
Frossie is “keeping an eye” on the compute side, and is on their Slack.
Likely to be some impact on Rubin Ops due to the DOE funding connection, plus long term funding impact.
DESC liaisons (  ,  )should ensure that there's adequate Rubin representation on this group.Leanne Guy Robert Lupton
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Reviews Wil O'Mullane
Confluence page with key dates & agenda: JDR2020/JSR2020

JDR: 20–24 July ( )last week
Any feedback or issues we need to respond to before the JSR?

Risk slides — adding architecture risk, and new requirements on security exposure needs to be increased (could bump this exposure further, due to Huawei 
regulations;   will review).Jeff Kantor
Milestone Gantt chart needs to be added.

JSR: August 31 – 3 September (5 weeks away)
Document pack.

Some documents have already been RFCed and will be in CCB this week.
Otherwise, please finish your docs that were in draft for the JDR and make sure they don't say “draft” on them for the JSR.

DMLT 
vF2F

John 
Swinbank 2020-09-15/17;   weeks away.seven

As usual, there's a suggestion box on the wiki page: please add topics.

OR2 Wil O'Mullane
/ Robert 
Gruendl

OP Rehearsal kickoff/pre-meeting: July 27, 2020  on going just now.
Will start this afternoon chile time - complete before lockdown 22:00 Wednesday
All seems ok.

L2 
Milestones

Wil O'Mullane Test Plans due in the next 45 days

Milestones due in the next 45 days

key summary type created updated due assignee reporter priority status resolution

Likely to be able to cover several of these milestones through the ongoing Ops Rehearsal this week;   &   will coordinate.Unknown User (mbutler) Robert Gruendl

Key Summary T Created Updated Due Assignee Reporter P Status Resolution

No issues found
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Risks or 
Schedule

Wil O'Mullane
Risk dash board
Risk items needing review

Overdue risks (obligation date passed)

type key summary assignee reporter priority status resolution created updated due

Risk mitigations due at the end of this month

key summary type created updated due assignee reporter priority status resolution

Overdue risk mitigations

 

type key summary assignee reporter priority status resolution created updated due

 

Any other 
business

Wil O'Mullane

Availability Wil O'Mullane
Eric Bellm vacation Tues-Fri
Gregory Dubois-Felsmann attending SPHEREx Risk Board Mon   09:00-11:00 PDT03 Aug 2020

 Overdue

key summary reporter assignee created planned end

Due this week

key summary reporter assignee created planned end

 Jira project doesn't exist or you don't have permission to view it.

View these issues in Jira

 Jira project doesn't exist or you don't have permission to view it.

View these issues in Jira

 Jira project doesn't exist or you don't have permission to view it.

View these issues in Jira

 Jira project doesn't exist or you don't have permission to view 

it.
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Action Items

Confluence Quick Tasks

Description Due 

date

Assignee Task appears on

 Will recommend additional Level 3 milestones for Frossie Economou
implementation beyond just the DAX-9 Butler provenance milestone.    15 Mar 2022

15 
Mar 
2022

Frossie 
Economou

DM Leadership Team Virtual 
Face-to-Face Meeting, 2022-02-
15 to 17

Kian-Tat Lim Convene a meeting with Colin, Tim, Robert, Yusra to resolve graph 
generation with per-dataset quantities (likely based on Consolidated DB work). 

 18 Mar 2022

18 
Mar 
2022

Kian-Tat 
Lim

DM Leadership Team Virtual 
Face-to-Face Meeting, 2022-02-
15 to 17

Frossie Economou Write an initial draft in the Dev Guide for what "best effort" 
support means  17 Nov 2023

17 
Nov 
2023

Frossie 
Economou

DM Leadership Team Virtual 
Face-to-Face Meeting - 2023-
Oct-24

Convene a group to redo the T-12 month DRP diagram and define scope 
expectations  Yusra AlSayyad30 Nov 2023

30 
Nov 
2023

Yusra 
AlSayyad

DM Leadership Team Virtual 
Face-to-Face Meeting - 2023-
Oct-24

Gregory Dubois-Felsmann Complete DMTN-105 defining the goal for "Prompt 
Products Release Ops"  11 Dec 2023

11 
Dec 
2023

Gregory 
Dubois-
Felsmann

DM Leadership Team Virtual 
Face-to-Face Meeting - 2023-
Oct-24

Frossie Economou - you have some text for PSTN-017  02 May 2024
02 
May 
2024

Frossie 
Economou

DMLT Meeting - 2024-04-22

DMLT Meeting - 2024-04-22 UKDF part in data facilities for PSTN-017 
22 May 2024

22 
May 
2024

DMLT Meeting - 2024-04-22

Richard Dubois USDF part in data facilities for PSTN-017 and distrib processing ?
 22 May 2024

22 
May 
2024

Richard 
Dubois

DMLT Meeting - 2024-04-22

Fabio Hernandez FrDF part in data facilities for PSTN-017  22 May 2024
22 
May 
2024

Fabio 
Hernandez

DMLT Meeting - 2024-04-22

Tim Jenness - section on middleware for PSTN-017  22 May 2024
22 
May 
2024

Tim 
Jenness

DMLT Meeting - 2024-04-22
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Cristián Silva - section on summit/data acquisition  for PSTN-017  22 May 2024
22 
May 
2024

Cristián 
Silva

DMLT Meeting - 2024-04-22

DMLT-relevant Jira Tickets

key summary reporter assignee created due
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it.
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